
Three O9A Grade Rituals

External Adept

Find an isolated hill - or a desert area - miles from any human habitation
which affords an unobstructed night-time view of the stars and on the night
of the new moon just after sunset and with a clear sky lie on the ground. The
task is to lie still until sunrise without moving or falling asleep. Afterwards
write an honest account of what was felt and thought during those night-time
hours. Since the task is to lie still without moving or falling asleep then
failure is moving and/or falling asleep.

Internal Adept

The rite exists in two forms, one lasting three months, the other six months,
and it is up to the candidate to decide which one they will undertake, and
whether or not they (i) will build their own shelter and procure their own
food by fishing, hunting, and gathering, or (ii) take a tent and sleeping bag
and purchase on a monthly basis such food supplies as may be needed from a
locality situated at a suitable walking distance (c.10 miles). Whatever length
of stay or means of shelter and food is chosen the candidate can only take
what they can carry on their own back.

The task is to live alone in an isolated, wilderness area for the specified
period with no contact with the outside world (except the little necessary if
monthly supplies of food have to be bought) and without any modern
conveniences (save for a tent and sleeping bag if required), with no means of
measuring time (such as by a clock or watch), using only candles for night-
time illumination, and having no communication devices (such as a mobile
telephone) and no means of reproducing music or any other form of
entertainment.

The rite is to live in such a simple way for the specified period, and it is
recommended that the candidate keep a journal to record their thoughts,
feelings, and imaginings.

The Rite Of The Abyss

The rite begins at the first full moon following the beginning of a propitious
alchemical season – in the Isles of Britain this was traditionally the first



rising of Arcturus in the Autumn. The rite, if successful, concludes on the
night of the following full moon.

The rite ideally occurs in an isolated underground cavern where or near to
where water flows, and in which location the candidate dwells alone for the
whole lunar month, taking with them all that is required for the duration of
the rite. Ideally, the water should be suitable for drinking. If such an
underground cavern cannot be found, then a suitable alternative is an
isolated dark cave – with, if necessary, its entrance suitably screened to avoid
an ingress of light. The only light is from candles (housed in a lantern) and
the only food is bread and cheese. The food and/or the water required for the
duration can be either brought by the candidate at the beginning of the rite,
or provided and left (without any contact being made) on a weekly basis by a
chosen member of their family kindred or by their mentor if they have one.

No means of communication with the outside world should be brought; no
timepiece, mechanical or otherwise, is allowed; and no modern means of
reproducing music nor any other means of personal entertainment are
allowed. The candidate should arrange for a trusted person to enter the
cavern at the next full moon to return them to the world of living mortals.
This traditional rite has no structure, and simply involves the candidate living
alone in such a location for a lunar month and trusting a member of their
family kindred or their mentor to inform them when the rite is over.
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